VICTORIA PARK - CONCEPT 1

This concept is in draft format and is subject to change as design refinement progresses.

REMEMBERING THE CRYSTAL PALACE

- Existing Pool
- Existing Playgound
- Spray Pad in Shape of Historic Crystal Palace Facade
  - Ground Jets and Misting Sprays
- Existing Swings
- Armour Stone Benches Resemble Historic Foundation
- Plaza in Shape of Crystal Palace Octagon
- Sun Shelter with Historic Detailing
- New Trees
- Crystal Palace Foundation Approximate Location for Reference
- Existing Large Maple Trees to be Preserved
REMEMBERING THE CRYSTAL PALACE

SUN SHELTER PERSPECTIVE VIEW

VICTORIA PARK CRYSTAL PALACE

STONE SEATING SAMPLE IMAGERY

Arched jets provide shape and energy.

SPRAY PAD SAMPLE IMAGERY

Paving pattern details evoke nostalgia.

Stone elements and patterned paving express a theme.

Arched jets provide shape and energy.

This concept is in draft format and is subject to change as design refinement progresses.